A multidatabase system is a facility that allows access to data stored in multiple autonomous and possibly heterogeneous database systems. In order to support atomic updates across multiple database systems, a global concurrency control algorithm is required.
Introduction

A Multidatabase
System (MDBS) allows access to data stored in multiple autonomous and possibly heterogeneous database systems. An MDBS is characterized by strong avlonomy requirements [DEL0891 [HB88] [EV87] by its local database systems.
Global concurrency control is required in order to allow concurrent global updates in an MDBS. A general hierarchical approach to concurrency control has been propmed for the MDBS [GP86] . Many global concurrency control algorithms have been recently proposed baaed on this general approach [Pu88] [AGS87] [Vid87] .
H owever, this general approa,ch is not suitable for all MDBS environments.
In t.his paper, we will concentrate on examining the restriction on the local concurrency control algorithm under which the hierarchical approach is applicable. We *This work is supported by a PYI Award from NSF under grant and grants from AT&T Foundation, Tektronix, and Mobil Oil. also propose a new global concurrency control, algorithm based on this general approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe a transaction model for multidatabase systems, outline t,he global serializability theorem which is used as the correctness criterion for global concurrency control and discuss the effect of indirecl order, resulting from the autonomy requirement, of local systems. In section 3, we discuss the hierarchical approach and identify the conditions under which it is applicable, then, formalize the hierarchical approach and prove its correctness. In section 4, we present a new global concurrency control algorithm based on the hierarchical approach. A summary of this paper is given in section 5.
Background
In this section, we briefly discuss a transaction model for multidatabase systems and the global serializability property which is used as the correctness criterion for global concurrency control. Then we introduce the notion of indirect order.
A Transaction
Model for MDBS A multidatabase transaction model is shown in Figure 1. An MDBS is composed of a set of pre-existing local database management systems, a set of global transactions, a set of local transactions, a set of Local Transaction Managers (LTMs) and a Global Transaction Manager (GTM). A local transaction is a transaction which is submitted directly to one of the local database systems and access data in this particular database system only. A global transaction consists of a set of subtransactions, each of which accesses one local database system on behalf of the global transaction. It is assumed that each global transaction can have at most one subtransaction per local database system (This assumption simplifies the concurrency 
Global Serializability
A transaction contains a set of read and write operations. Two operations are said to be conflicting if (1) they belong to two different transactions, (2) they access the same data and (3) at least one of them is a write operation. A concurrency control algorithm coutrols the execution order of conflicting operations such that the serializability property of the history is maintained.
An execution of a set of transactions can be described by a history [BG85] . A history contains read and write operations and their execution orders. The execution of local transactions and global subtransactions at LOBSi constitutes the local hzstory hi. We use Q to denote the set of all global transactions and L: to denote the set of all local transactions in the MDBS. A global hisiory H over GUL is the set of all loca.1 histories, i.e. 3-1 = {hl , h2, .., h,, } (assuming that there are n LDBSs). The global serializability of a global history is defined as follows: Lemma 2.1 Let I be the set of all global transactions and local transactions ( i.e. T = @J L). The proof of this theorem is similar to the serializability theorem in centralized database systems (see [BG85] ); th ere ore, f is not given in this paper.
Indirect Orders
The difficulty in providing global concurrency control is due to the autonomy requiremen.t of the local systems. Becuase of local autonomy, local systems may refuse to supply information to the GCC causing it to proceed with incomplete information. The difficulty of providing global concurrency control with incomplete local information can be illustrated by using the following example. Y time A scenario of the activities of the GCC and LCCs is as follows. Assuming that at time 22, operations wgl( a), wJ2( a), up{(b) and rsl(b) have been executed in the order shown in the local histories. Let us further assume that Cl has been committed (since all of its operations have been executed) and Gz has just finished its last operation which is r92; the global history at t2 is serializable so that GCC chooses to commit the global transaction Ga. At t3 the local transaction L issues its last operation WI(C). Since hz is serializable at, ts, LCC at LDJ3Sz commits L. At t3, transaction G1, G2 and L are all committed. However, the global hist,ory is not serializable since the GSG of this execution ( Figure 2 ) contains a cycle. The problem in the above execution is that when GCC made its decision to commit. G1 and G2, due to incomplete local information, it did not know that operation w,(c) will be processed later. In this example, local transaction L introduces an indirect order (can not be seen by the GCC ) between the subtransactions of G1 and Gz after they are committed.
3
The Hierarchical Approach
One way of doing global concurrency in MDBSs is to use the hierarchical approach. In this section, we will discuss this approach.
3.1
The General Approach and Restrictions
The general hierarchical concurrency control approach was suggested by Gligor and Luckenbaug in [GL84] . The basic idea of this approach is to impose a hierarchy on concurrency control. Under this approach, each LCC controls the execution of the local transactions and subtransactions on its site to maintain the serializability of their execution; while the GCC controls the execution of subtransactions so that the subtransaction orders of all global transactions are compatible. Many proposed global concurrency control algorithms [Pu88] [Vid87] [AGS$7] are based on this approach.
In order for the hierarchical approach to be applicable, local concurrency control algorithms have to be slalic. Before we define this static property, we need the following definition.
Definition
3.1 A sel z) is a total order set ifthere exists an irreflexive, transitive binary relation "< "'on 2, such that V a, b E V, either a < b or b < a holds. If a < b, we say that a precedes b. The "< * relation is called th.e order relation of V.
We define the lifetime of a transaction to be the time period between the time when the transaction starts and the time when the transaction commits. We now define the static property of a local concurrency control algorithm as follows. 4. For any two successfully executed transactions Ti and Tj, if Ti conflicts with Tj and is serialized before' Tj, then di < dj.
We call di the serialization order of transaction Ti and ti, the time when the transaction Ti is serialized, the serialization point of Ti. The static property is required to prevent indirect orders. The indirect orders can not occur if the local concurrency cont,rol algorithms are static. This can be informally argued by using example 1. Considering the local history hz, if the local concurrency control algorithm in LDBSz is static, then the serialization orders of G1 and Gz at L DS& must be determined before they terminate (condition 3). If the serialization order of G1 precedes t,hat of G2, then there is no valid serialization order for L. Since, according to t*he conflicts, the serializa.tion order of L must precede G1 a.nd be after Gz, which is not possible (remember that the order relation is transitive and irreflexive).
In this csse L will be aborted by the LCC. If the serialization order of Gz precedes the serialization order of G1, then the indirect serialization order introduced by L is the same as the order between G1 and Gz, and, therefore, is visible to the GCC.
Static Property of Local Concurrency Control Algorithms
Most of the local concurrency control algorithms are static. For example, in the two phase locking algorithm [EGLT76], locking is used to resolve the execution of conflict operations. The time when a transaction acquires the locks for all the data it needs is called the loc/~ point of the transaction.
Lock point can be used as the serialization order of a transaction. Since for any two transactions x and Tj, if Ti reaches its lock point before Tj , then Ti must be serialized before Tj . Moreover, lock points occur within the lifetime of a transaction.
Therefore, two phase locking algorithms are static.
In timestamp ordering concurrency control algorithm [BHG87], a timestamp assigned at the beginning of a transaction is used to resolve conflicts. Conflict operations must be executed in accordance with their corresponding transaction timestamps.
Since the transactions are serialized by their timestamps, the timestamp of a transaction can be used as its serialization order. Transaction timestamp is determined at t.he beginning of a transaction which is within the lifetime of the transaction. Therefore, t,imestamp ordering concurrency control algorithm is static.
In optimistic concurrency control algorithm[KR81), a transaction number is assigned to a transaction at the end of its read phase. The transaction is then validated using this number.
It can be reasoned that transactions are serialized in accordance with their transaction numbers. Therefore, the transaction number can be used as its serialization order. This implies that the optimistic concurrency control In value dude [LT88] concurrency control algorithm, a transaction, before it starts, specifies the time (or date) when it expects to finish. The algorithm then uses the value dates to resolve conflicts. It is shown in [LT88] that the value date algorithm serializes the transactions in accordance with their corresponding value dates. Therefore, the value date of a transaction can be used as its serialization order. In other words, the value dates algorithm is static.
The serialization point and the serialization order for the timestamp ordering (TSO), value date (VD), two phase locking (2PL) and optimistic (OP) concurrency control algorithms are shown in Figure 3 . It is interesting to see that for the TSO, 2PL and OP algorithms, the serialization point of a transaction is the same as its serialization order. This feature significantly simplifies the global concurrency control. A global concurrency control algorithm which takes advantage of this feature is presented in section 4.
Not all local concurrency control algorithms are static. One example is the setialiralion graph tesling algorithm [C&81] . Even though the serialization graph testing algorithm maintains the serializability of the transaction execution, there is no specific time on which the serialization order of a transaction can be determined.
In fact, in the serialization graph testing algorithm, the serialization orders of two nonconflicting transactions will not be determined until a t,hird transaction introduces an indirect, order between them. Moreover, as in example 1, the indirect order may occurs after these two transactions commit.
3.3
Correctness and Limitations of the Hierarchical Approach
Under the assumption that local concurrency control a.lgorithms are static, it ca.n he shown that the global concurrency control problem burns out to be a problem of maintaining compadibilily of the serialization orders of the global subtransactions.
In this subsection, we formahze the hierarchical concurrency control approach and prove its correctness. We then stat$e the weakness of the hierarchical approach.
Correctness of the Hierarchical Approach
To facilitate the discussion, we define a serialization function Sk for the local history hk. Let STk denote the set of all successfully executed local transactions and/or glohal subtransactions in h.k. We define a serialization function Sk on STk as follows. For the subtransactions of a set of global transactions G, we define the compatibility of their serialization orders as follows.
Definition
3.4 The serialization. orders of the subtransactions of a set of global transactions g in an MDBS with n LDBSs are compatible if there exists a total order on&i such that Q Gi, Gj E G, if Gi precedes Gj in the total order, then for any k from 1 to n, Sk(Gik) < Sk(Gjk) if both Gik and Gjk etist.
The hierarchical approach is formulated in the following theorem. In order to check the compatibility of the serialization orders, we define the Serialization Order Graph (SOG) as follows.
3.5 A serialization order graph is a 'directed graph in which vertices .are the set of all global transactions, and there is an arc from. Gi to Gj if and only if 3 A such that both Gik 2 and Gjk exist and the relation, Sk(Gik) < Sk(Gjk) holds. If Sk(Gik) < Sk(Gjk) for some k then, according to the definition of compatibility, Sp(Gip) < Sp(Gjp) f or any p from 1 to n. Now assume that the SOG is cyclic, let us assume that the cycle is G1 -Gz 4. ..-L Gk + G1. Since Gi precedes Ga, there exists a k such that Sk(Grk) < Sk(Gzk). Because the serialization orders are compatible, we have S,(Gi,) < S,(GQ) for any p from 1 to n. Similarly, S,(GQ) < SP(GsP) for any p. Because the "<" relation is transitive, we conclude that S,(Gr,) < S, (Gi,) for any p, which is a contradiction3. In other words, we have proven that if the serialization 'Gik denotes the subtransaction of Gi in site k. 3 We assume that there must be at least one subtransaction for each global transaction. orders are compatible, then the SOG is acyclic. 0 (+) If the SOG is acyclic, a total order on G which satisfies the condition in definition 3.4 exist,s and can be obtained by doing a topological sort on the SOG graph [Deo74]; therefore, the serialization orders are compatible. 0 Proof of theorem 3.1: According to theorem 2.1, a global history is serializable if its corresponding GSG is acyclic. Now let us assume that the global hist,ory is not serializable, then its corresponding GSG must contain a cycle. If the cycle contains only one global transaction and some local transactions, t,hen the cycle must also be present in one of the local histories, which implies that one local history is non-serializable which is a violation of condition 1 of theorem 3.1. Now let us assume that the cycle contains n global transactions and a couple of local transactions, where n is greater than 1. Let the cycle be Gid Li,l+Li,z+,* .. ,-+Li,po+Gi+l+ Li+l,l+, " '7 +Li+l,pl-+Gi+z -y ... , *Li+2,p2 +G, + Ln,l-+, . . . ,L,,,,*Gi. From Gi+Li,l we deduce that there are conflict operations between Gi and Li 1; furthermore, the conflict operations of Gi precede those of Li,l. If L;,l is at site kl, then we have Sb,(Gi,k,) < Sh,(Li,l).
From Li,l+ Li,s, we have Sk,(Li,l) < Sk,(Li,s), and SO on. Finally we have Skl(Gi,kI) < SkI(Gi+l,k,). Reasoning in the same way, we have Sk,(Gi,k,) < Sk,(Gi+l,k,), %(Gi+l,kd < %(G+o,~~), ... 1 Sk,,-,(Gn-t,k,-,) < Sk,e.,(Gn,kn.w, ) and &,(G,,,k,) < sk,(Gl,k,) for some L1, k2, . . . ,k, E (1, . . . . n). In other words, we have a cycle in the corresponding SOG of the history. By lemma 3.1, the serialization orders are not compatible, which contradicts condition 2 of theorem 3.1. In conclusion, we have shown that if the global hist.ory is not serializable, then the two conditions of theorem 3.1 do not hold. In other words, if the two conditions in theorem 3.1 hold then the global history is serializable. Q
Limitations of the Hierarchical Approach
The hierarchical approach is restrictive in the sense that it only allows a small subset of all serializable histories. It is possible that a serializable history can not, satisfy the two conditions of theorem 3.1 and is rejected by the hierarchical approach. This is illustrated by using the following example.
Example 3: Consider t,he MDBS in example 1, suppose that now we have the following global history:
According to the global history, we have S1(Gli) < Sl(G21) at LDBSl ( since w91(a) conflicts with w&a) and wgl(a) precedes tljg2(a)). In addition, we may have S2(Gzz) < &(GIz) (depending on which subtransaction is serialized first) at LDBSz. In this case, the serialization orders are not compatible, therefore, this global history will be rejected by the hierarchical approach. However, the gloha.1 history is serializable. This is because the fact that subtransactions G12 and G22 at LDRS2 do not conflict is not taken into account in the hierarchical approach. In summary, the lack of schemes for detecting conflicts between subtransactions has resulted in the low con-,currency degree allowed by the hierarchical approach.
The Site Queue Algorithm
Using the theorem developed in the previous section, we present a global concurrency control algorithm in this section. The proposed algorithm is a top down approach in the sense that the GCC decides the serialization orders of the subtransactions at the global level and then enforces them at the local level. In this section, we will also discuss a way of simulating the prepared state for the basic two phase commit protocol [G&l] .
Assumptions
Before we outline the algorithm, we first state our assumptions as follows:
Al. For all local concurrency control algorithms, the serialization point of a transaction is the same as its serialization order.
A2. The communication network preserves the order of intersite messages.
The first assumption is used to simplify the algorithm.
Site Queue Concurrency Control Algorithm
For every local database system, we create a seruer which maintains a site queue ( transaction is decomposed into a set of subtransactions. The GCC first determines an order among the global transactions, and then submits the subtransactions of the global transactions to their corresponding servers according to the pre-determined global tra.nsaction order. When a server receives a subtransaction, it inserts the subtransaction into its associated site queue. Whenever the associated site queue is not empty, the server will submit the subtransactions in the site queue to the LTM according to the following submission rule.
Submission
rule: The server submits the subtransact,ion in the front of its site queue to the LTM for execution only when the previously submitted subtransaction is serialized or aborted.
The pseudo code for the server is shown in Figure 6 . It is to be noted that since a subtransaction may be aborted before it is serialized, an "ABORT" message has to be sent t*o the server if the subtransa,ction is abort,ed. Since the subtransact,ions of a.11 global transact.ions are serialized in the local database system according to the pre-determined global transaction order, the site queue algorithm maintains the compatibility of the serialization orders of the subt*ransactions.
According to theorem 3.1, the site queue algorithm maintains the serializability of the global history. (Figure 7) , a subtransaction contains database operations, communication primitives and control statements.
All of them are enclosed within a BEGIN-TRANSACTION and an END-TRANSACTION.
It is assumed that the local database system buffers the write operations in a private working space of the transaction until the transaction issues its commit operation. It is also assumed that the local database system supports the rollback operation which can roll back a failed transaction. Every database operation is embedded within a conditional statement which will take a proper action when the execution of the database operation fails.
At some point in the transaction where the subtransa.ction is first serialized, a send operation is inserted, which will send a "SERIALIZED" message to Figure 7 : A format for subtransactions the server. If all the database operations are successfully executed, the subtransaction will wait for a "PREPARE" message from the coordinator of the two phase commit protocol. Subsequently, if a "PRE- PARE" message is received, the transaction will respond with a "READY" message to the coordinator, and then waits for a "COMMIT" or "ABORT" message from the coordinator. If a "COMMIT" message is received, the subtransaction will commit by issuing a commit operation. Otherwise, the subtransaction will abort by issuing a rollback operation.
In case that there is-any failure in executing a database operation, subtransaction will abort and respond with an "ABORT" message to both the server and the coordinator .
By restructuring a subtransaction as shown above, we simulate a prepared state into the subtransaction semantics without violating local autonomy. The role of the participant of the two phase commit protocol [BHG87] is assumed by the subtransaction, whiIe the coordinator is the same as usual and must be implemented in one of the local database systems. Since the two phase commit protocol with simulated prepared state is very similar to the basic two phase commit protoco14, it will not be further detailed in this paper. It is worth noting that since the updates are not stored in a stable storage, the two phase commit protocol with simulated prepared state can not tolerate site failure. However, it can tolerate the subtransaction execution failure.
5
Conclusion
One way of doing global concurrency control in an MDBS is to impose a control hierarchy among the GCC and LCCs. In a hierarchical concurrency control approach, LCCs control the execution of local transactions and global subtransactions to retain ihe serializability of the local histories; while GCC controls the execution of the global subtransactions to maintain the compatibility of the subtransaction serialization orders. The hierarchical approach is not applicable to all MDBS environments.
In this paper, we identify the property of the local control algorithms which makes the hierarchical approach applicable.
Based on this property, we formalize the hierarchical concurrency control approach and prove its correctness. Finally, we propose a global concurrency control algorithm based on the hierarchical approach.
